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Explore with Darwin 
 
150th Anniversary: Charles Darwin published The Origin of Species on November 24 1859.   

What was it about Charles Darwin that enabled him to ‘read’ the world around him?   
 
Observant, inventive, playful, and careful, Darwin had many qualities which make him an exciting role model today.   
 
Read more about Darwin below and enjoy photos from Tomas de Berlanga School’s Exploring with Darwin project  
on the Galapagos Islands in Ecuador. 

Explore with Darwin    
 
§ What would Darwin have observed near your school?   

 
§ What experiments would Darwin have devised to interpret the natural world? 

§ Use Darwin’s qualities shared in this PDF and explore the natural world around your school   
 

§ Email worldclass@bbc.co.uk to share your Explore with Darwin project with schools around the world via BBC World Class.  
 

§ If your school would like to comment on another school’s experiment, email your ideas to worldclass@bbc.co.uk.  
 
 
Ideas: 
 
Read Explore with Darwin stories from schools around the world here:  www.bbc.co.uk/worldclass/explore_with_darwin.shtml   

 
Take a look at schools’ work from islands Darwin visited during his voyage on the Beagle, and from Kent where he lived in the UK.  
 
See how schools in places Darwin never visited such as St Petersburg and Estonia have looked at the natural world through  
Darwin’s eyes.  
 
 
Find out more about school twinning and how to join in with this and other projects at www.bbc.co.uk/worldclass  
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was absorbed by in the wonders of the natural  world.  

Curious |  
 
Pupils can notice something remarkable in a creature’s behaviour, spot an intriguing question and 
start thinking about ways to answer it. 

Darwin 
When you look carefully, the utterly familiar can become deeply strange. Darwin found he needed to search for explanations. 
 

Watching condors flying in the Andes, Darwin wondered how they find their next meal – by scent or sight. When he       

           met some tethered condors later, he wrapped a piece of carrion in paper and paraded it in front of them, with   

          no response until the paper was opened. Only when they could see the meat did they try to eat it. 



Darwin always kept a magnifying lens on a ribbon round his neck.  
 

He used his magnifying glass to watch small creatures.  He watched moths, then beetles, and examined  
minute sea creatures on the Beagle voyage.  He peered intently into flowers,  he watched ants 

 milk aphids and studied insect-eating plants engulf their prey.   Looking closely made him  
more curious.  He wanted to know whether an insect-eating plant is a plant or an animal? 

 

Close up |  
 
If they can learn to look closely, pupils will find so much that others miss, as they explore  
whole worlds hidden inside our own.  
 



Darwin collected beetles in Cambridge, found species new to science on  

 the Beagle voyage, gathered barnacles from around the world, showed  how species 
could be reshaped by selective breeding in a collection of fancy pigeon bones, and  

he surveyed the world’s orchids, insect-eating plants and climbers  
to reveal all the different ways they had developed different  

        parts for fertilisation, feeding and reaching light. 

Collector |  
 
The insights Darwin drew from his collections can inspire pupils to collect creatively  
for their own investigations.  
 



Darwin never had a traditional scientific laboratory, but worked around his home and grounds 
  

with simple apparatus improvised from household odds and ends. He used kitchen jars and brushes,  
ribbon, pencils, clothes pegs, crockery – even his wife’s underclothes!   

Simple though Darwin’s experiments were in the apparatus used, they show brilliant inventiveness  

   in the many different ways they reveal what otherwise would have remained hidden. 

Inventive |   Science is for everyone. Pupils can experiment using everyday objects.  
 



Mrs Darwin 
often laughed with the family at Darwin’s experiments. And he was happy to laugh with them.    
  

He had a favourite kind he called ‘fool’s experiments’ – trials of wild possibilities he much enjoyed.  
    Trying to find out what attracts insects to plants, he took an artificial flower from his wife’s bonnet, 

 placed a drop of honey in the centre, dressed it with leaves and planted it in the flower bed.  
We know about it because his baby son spotted it was not real from the  
    other end of the garden and Darwin noted with interest how soon in his  

   development he had learnt to distinguish      
                     between natural and artificial.  

 

Playful |  
 
Pupils can be inspired by Darwin’s boldness and playfulness in trying out ideas that others might 
rule out as absurd. 
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